Rehabilitation often focuses on physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech-language therapy and treatment of pain. The process of regaining your strength, relearn skills or find new ways of doing things you did before, After a serious injury, illness or surgery, you may recover slowly. Recently a lots of change in physiotherapy practice, From using the movements as treatment means to the effect of microgravity on human body system and integration of knowledge from development of pain science with changing facets of rehabilitation along with uses of ultra-modern technical support in motion study and electrotherapy with integration of ergonomics and artificial limb and robotics research is rapidly changing the scope and limitations of physiotherapy practice.

London Physiotherapy Conference 2020 is an event that aims to explore the ways to innovate in the field of Physical therapy, and to find diagnosing physical abnormalities, restoring physical function and mobility, maintaining physical function, and promoting physical activity and proper function at London, UK on March 18-19, 2020. Physiotherapy Meetings 2020 will serve as a platform to bring together leading physiotherapists with different specialties such as Geriatric Physiotherapy, Pediatric Physiotherapy, Neurological physiotherapy, cardiopulmonary physiotherapy, etc. Physiotherapy Conference will discuss on the topics such as Physiotherapy & Physiotherapy Techniques, Sports & Physiotherapy, Sports Medicine, Neurological Rehabilitation, Women’s Health and Pediatric Physiotherapy, Geriatric Physiotherapy and Chiropractic care, Physiotherapy in Oncology & Palliative Care and Rehabilitation Methods.

Physiotherapy Conference Meet supported by the organizing committee network of renowned scientific and professional expert such as Simon Allen, Fine Treatment, UK, Dario Furnari, Head of clinical research, Netherland, Najwa Alafrra, King Faisal Specialist Hospital, Saudi Arabia, it provided a platform for collaboration among colleagues, vendors, and academia to reveal new innovations, solutions, ideas, and emerging technologies in Physiotherapy.

The global physiotherapy equipment market size was valued at USD 18.6 billion in 2018 and is estimated to expand at a CAGR of 7.3% over the forecast period. Increasing cases of road accidents and injuries are expected to be the key driving factors for the market growth. Moreover, unhealthy eating habits and hectic lifestyles resulting in pain in the ligaments, nerves, muscles, back, and neck and increasing prevalence of stroke & Parkinson’s disease are likely to drive the market further. Technological advancements and innovations by major companies are also expected to increase product demand, thereby augmenting market growth. Apps, such as PTGenie, are now being designed to assists patients in following their Home Exercise Programs (HEPs). In February 2016, BioGaming (Israel-based Company) received FDA approval for its YuGo Microsoft Kinect-based physical therapy system.
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